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Mr. Steven Drangsholt
Brown & Caldwell
950 West Bannock Street, Suite 350
Boise, ID 83702
208-389-7700
Re: Limited Geotechnical Engineering Report
Nampa Wastewater Treatment Plant Upgrades
Preliminary Design Phase 1
100 West Railroad Street
Nampa, ID
Dear Mr. Drangsholt:
In compliance with your instructions, MTI has conducted a limited soils exploration for the above referenced
development. Fieldwork for this investigation was conducted on 21 and 22 February 2019. The proposed
development is in the northwestern portion of the City of Nampa, Canyon County, ID, and occupies portions
of the NW¼SE¼, SW¼NE¼, and SE¼NW¼ of Section 16, Township 3 North, Range 2 West, Boise
Meridian. This project will consist of construction of various upgrades to existing structures and several new
structures to the existing wastewater treatment plant. These new structures will consist of an aeration basin, a
blower building, a 2-story office/laboratory structure, a 2-story primary thickening building with tanks, two
clarifiers, a tertiary filtration building, and a UV disinfection structure. This report is limited to the findings
of the onsite investigation. Design recommendations for the structures will be provided at a later date.
Authorization
Authorization to perform this exploration and analysis was given in the form of a written authorization to
proceed from Mr. David Bergdolt of Brown & Caldwell to M. Bradley Tanberg of Materials Testing and
Inspection (MTI), on 4 February 2019. Said authorization is subject to terms, conditions, and limitations
described in the Professional Services Contract entered into between Brown & Caldwell and MTI. Our scope
of services for the proposed development has been provided in our proposal dated 19 February 2019.
Scope of Investigation
The scope of this investigation included review of geologic literature, visual site reconnaissance of the
immediate site, subsurface exploration of the site, and field and laboratory testing of materials collected. Our
scope of work did not include design recommendations. However, it is anticipated that MTI will provide
these recommendations at a later date.
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Regional Geology
The project site is located within the western Snake River Plain of southwestern Idaho and eastern
Oregon. The plain is a northwest trending rift basin, about 45 miles wide and 200 miles long, that developed
about 14 million years ago (Ma) and has since been occupied sporadically by large inland lakes. Geologic
materials found within and along the pla
processes that have led to an accumulation of approximately 1 to 2 km of interbedded volcanic and
sedimentary deposits within the plain. Along the margins of the plain, streams that drained the highlands to
the north and south provided coarse to fine-grained sediments eroded from granitic and volcanic rocks,
respectively. About 2 million years ago the last of the lakes was drained and since that time fluvial erosion
and deposition has dominated the evolution of the landscape.
Alluvium of SideLocally, these
deposits are composed of medium to coarse sand interbedded with silty fine sand and silt and are mostly
derived from weathered granite and reworked Tertiary sediments of the Boise Foothills. The thickness of this
unit is variable. Because of the relative youthfulness of these deposits they contain only minor pedogenic clay
and calcium carbonate.
General Site Characteristics
This proposed development consists of approximately 44 acres of relatively flat and level terrain. The site
consists of the Nampa Waste Water Treatment Plant facilities. Indian Creek borders the northern portion of
the site. Throughout the majority of the site, surficial materials consisted of asphaltic concrete and surficial
fill materials. No vegetation was noted throughout the majority of the site; however, vegetation in the form of
landscaping grass and brush was noted within the landscaping areas.
Local drainage is north and west towards Indian Creek and regional drainage is north and west toward the
Boise River. Stormwater drainage for the site is achieved by both sheet runoff and percolation. Runoff
predominates for the hardscape areas while percolation prevails across the non-hardscape areas. The site is
situated so that it is unlikely that it will receive any stormwater drainage from off-site sources. Stormwater
drainage collection and retention systems are in place on the project site in the form of drop inlets.
Exploration and Sampling Procedures
Field exploration conducted to determine engineering characteristics of subsurface materials included a
reconnaissance of the project site and investigation by soil boring. Borings were located in the field by means
of a Global Positioning System (GPS) device and are reportedly accurate to within fifteen feet. Borings were
advanced by means of a truck-mounted drilling rig equipped with continuous flight hollow-stem augers. At
specified depths, samples were obtained using a standard split-spoon sampler and Standard Penetration Test
(SPT) blow counts were recorded. Uncorrected SPT blow counts are provided on logs, which can be found in
the Appendix. Delayed water level observations were made in open borings to evaluate groundwater levels.
At completion of exploration, borings were backfilled with loose excavated materials and bentonite holeplug.
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Samples have been visually classified in the field by professional staff, identified according to boring number
and depth, placed in sealed containers, and transported to our laboratory for additional testing. Subsurface
materials have been described in detail on logs provided in the Enclosures section. Results of field and
laboratory tests are also presented in the Enclosures section. MTI recommends that these logs not be used to
estimate fill material quantities.
Laboratory Testing Program
Along with our field investigation, a supplemental laboratory testing program was conducted to determine
additional pertinent engineering characteristics of subsurface materials necessary in an analysis of anticipate d
behavior of the proposed structures. Laboratory tests were conducted in accordance with current applicable
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) specifications, and results of these tests are to be found on the
accompanying logs located in the Enclosures section. The laboratory testing program for this report
included: Atterberg Limits Testing
ASTM D4318, Grain Size Analysis
ASTM C117/C136, pH
AASHTO T289, Soil Resistivity AASHTO T288, Soil Soluble Sulfate AASHTO T290, and Soil Chloride
Testing AASHTO T291.
Soil and Sediment Profile
The profile below represents a generalized interpretation for the project site. Note that on site soils strata,
encountered between boring locations, may vary from the individual soil profiles presented in the logs, which
can be found in the Enclosures section.
The materials encountered during exploration were quite typical for the geologic area mapped as Sandy
Alluvium of Side-Stream Valleys and Gulches. Surficial materials consisted of asphaltic concrete and various
fill materials. These fills consisted of poorly graded gravels, silty sands, and lean clays. These fill materials
were blackish brown, dark brown, brown, and light brown, dry to moist, medium stiff to stiff/loose to dense,
and contained fine to coarse-grained sand and fine to coarse gravel. Underlying the fill materials were
typically lean clay soils. The lean clays were blackish brown, dark brown, brown, and light brown, slightly
moist to saturated, medium stiff to very stiff, and contained fine-grained sand.
The deeper developed soils consisted of alternating layers of lean clay with sand soils, clayey sand sediments,
silty sand sediments, poorly graded sand with silt sediments, and poorly graded sand sediments. The deeper
lean clays with sand were reddish brown to brown, slightly moist to saturated, very soft to very stiff, and
contained fine to medium-grained sand. Clayey sands and silty sands were brown, reddish brown, and light
reddish brown, saturated, very loose to medium dense, and contained fine to coarse-grained sand. Poorly
graded sands were brown, light reddish brown, and light brown, slightly moist to saturated, loose to dense,
and contained fine to coarse-grained sand. At depth within borings 1 and 2 was basalt rock. Basalt rock was
blackish brown to black, slightly weathered, and strong to very strong.
Groundwater was generally encountered within the borings at depths ranging from 6.7 to 10.1 feet bgs.
However, groundwater was not encountered to a depth of 16.5 feet bgs in boring 7.
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Competency of boring walls varied little across the site. In general, fine grained soils remained stable while
more granular sediments readily sloughed. However, moisture contents will also affect wall competency with
saturated soils having a tendency to readily slough when under load and unsupported.
Electrical Resistivity, pH, and Water Soluble Sulfate Analysis
A grab sample of native lean clay soils and clayey sand sediments was collected on 21 and 22 February 2019
at depths ranging from 15 to 21.5 feet bgs in borings 1 and 6, respectively. These locations are illustrated on
the Site Map included in the Appendix. Analysis results are given in the following table:
Soil Analysis Results
Analysis
Resistivity

Results
Boring 1: 15.0 to 21.5

Results
Boring 6: 15.0 to 21.5

3,600 Ohms-cm

6,590 Ohms-cm

7.50

7.47

Less than 50 ppm

65 ppm

15 ppm

15 ppm

pH
Water Soluble Sulfate Content
Water Soluble Chloride Content

Volatile Organic Scan
No environmental concerns were identified prior to commencement of the investigation. Therefore, soils
obtained during on-site activities were not assessed for volatile organic compounds by portable
photoionization detector. Samples obtained during our exploration activities exhibited no odors or
discoloration typically associated with this type of contamination. Groundwater encountered did not exhibit
obvious signs of contamination.
Warranty and Limiting Conditions
MTI warrants that findings and conclusions contained herein have been formulated in accordance with
generally accepted professional engineering practice in the fields of foundation engineering, soil mechanics,
and engineering geology only for the site and project described in this report. These engineering methods
have been developed to provide the client with information regarding apparent or potential engineering
conditions relating to the site within the scope cited above and are necessaril y limited to conditions observed
at the time of the site visit and research. Field observations and research reported herein are considered
sufficient in detail and scope to form a reasonable basis for the purposes cited above.
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Exclusive Use
This report was prepared for exclusive use of the property owner(s), at the time of the report, and their
Conclusions and recommendations presented in this report are
based on the agreed-upon scope of work outlined in this report together with the Contract for Professional
report, or reliance upon findings hereof, by parties other than the Client is at their own risk. Neither Client
nor Consultant make representation of warranty to such other parties as to accuracy or completeness of this
report or suitability of its use by such other parties for purposes whatsoever, known or unknown, to Client or
Consultant. Neither Client nor Consultant shall have liability to indemnify or hold harmless third parties for
losses incurred by actual or purported use or misuse of this report. No other warranties are implied or
expressed.
Report Recommendations are Limited and Subject to Misinterpretation
There is a distinct possibility that conditions may exist that could not be identified within the scope of the
investigation or that were not apparent during our site investigation. Findings of this report are limited to data
collected from noted explorations advanced and do not account for unidentified fill zones, unsuitable soil
types or conditions, and variability in soil moisture and groundwater conditions. To avoid possible
misinterpretations of findings, conclusions, and implications of this report, MTI should be retained to explain
the report contents to other design professionals as well as construction professionals.
Since actual subsurface conditions on the site can only be verified by earthwork, note that construction
recommendations are based on general assumptions from selective observations and selective field
exploratory sampling. Upon commencement of construction, such conditions may be identified that require
corrective actions, and these required corrective actions may impact the project budget. Therefore,
construction recommendations in this report should be considered preliminary, and MTI should be retained to
observe actual subsurface conditions during earthwork construction activities to provide additional
construction recommendations as needed.
Since geotechnical reports are subject to misinterpretation, do not separate the soil logs from the report.
Rather, provide a copy of, or authorize for their use, the complete report to other design professionals or
contractors. Locations of exploratory sites referenced within this report should be considered approximate
locations only. For more accurate locations, services of a professional land surveyor are recommended.
This report is also limited to information available at the time it was prepared. In the event additional
information is provided to MTI following publication of our report, it will be forwarded to the client for
evaluation in the form received.
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GEOTECHNICAL GENERAL NOTES
RELATIVE DENSITY AND CONSISTENCY CLASSIFICATION
Coarse-Grained Soils
SPT Blow Counts (N)
Fine-Grained Soils
SPT Blow Counts (N)
Very Loose:
Loose:
Medium Dense:
Dense:
Very Dense:

<4
4-10
10-30
30-50
>50

Very Soft:
Soft:
Medium Stiff:
Stiff:
Very Stiff:
Hard:

Moisture Content
Field Test

Description

Description

Dry

Absence of moisture, dusty, dry to touch

Weakly

Moist

Damp but not visible moisture

Moderately

Wet

Visible free water, usually soil is below
water table

Strongly

<2
2-4
4-8
8-15
15-30
>30

Cementation
Field Test
Crumbles or breaks with handling or
slight finger pressure
Crumbles or beaks with considerable
finger pressure
Will not crumble or break with finger
pressure

PARTICLE SIZE
Boulders:
Cobbles:
Gravel:

>12 in.
12 to 3 in.
3 in. to 5 mm

Coarse-Grained Sand:
Medium-Grained Sand:
Fine-Grained Sand:

5 to 0.6 mm
0.6 to 0.2 mm
0.2 to 0.075 mm

Silts:
Clays:

0.075 to 0.005 mm
<0.005 mm

UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
Major Divisions

Coarse-Grained
Soils
<50%
passes No.200
sieve

Fine Grained
Soils >50%
passes No.200
sieve

Symbol

Soil Descriptions

Gravel & Gravelly
Soils
<50%
coarse fraction
passes No.4 sieve

GW
GP
GM

Well-graded gravels; gravel/sand mixtures with little or no fines
Poorly-graded gravels; gravel/sand mixtures with little or no fines
Silty gravels; poorly-graded gravel/sand/silt mixtures

GC

Clayey gravels; poorly-graded gravel/sand/clay mixtures

Sand & Sandy
Soils
>50%
coarse fraction
passes No.4 sieve

SW
SP
SM
SC

Well-graded sands; gravelly sands with little or no fines
Poorly-graded sands; gravelly sands with little or no fines
Silty sands; poorly-graded sand/gravel/silt mixtures
Clayey sands; poorly-graded sand/gravel/clay mixtures

Silts & Clays
LL < 50

ML
CL
OL

Inorganic silts; sandy, gravelly or clayey silts
Lean clays; inorganic, gravelly, sandy, or silty, low to medium-plasticity clays
Organic, low-plasticity clays and silts

Silts & Clays
LL > 50

MH
CH
OH

Inorganic, elastic silts; sandy, gravelly or clayey elastic silts
Fat clays; high-plasticity, inorganic clays
Organic, medium to high-plasticity clays and silts

PT

Peat, humus, hydric soils with high organic content

Highly Organic Soils
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ROCK CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
WEATHERING
WEATHERING

FIELD TEST

Fresh
Slightly Weathered

No sign of decomposition or discoloration. Rings under hammer impact.
Slight discoloration inwards from open fractures, otherwise similar to Fresh.
Discoloration throughout. Weaker minerals such as feldspar decomposed. Strength
somewhat less than fresh rock but cores cannot be broken by hand or scraped with a knife.
Texture preserved.
Most minerals somewhat decomposed. Specimens can be broken by hand with effort or
shaved with knife. Core stones present in rock mass. Texture becoming indistinct but fabric
preserved.
Minerals decomposed to soil but fabric and structure preserved. Specimens easily crumbled
or penetrated.

Moderately Weathered
Highly Weathered
Completely Weathered

FRACTURING
SPACING
6 ft.
2 6 ft.
8 24 in.
2 ½ - 8 in.
¾ - 2 ½ in.

ROCK QUALITY DESIGNATION (RQD)

DISCRIPTION
Very widely
Widely
Moderately
Closely
Very Closely

RQD (%)
90 100
75 90
50 75
25 50
0 - 25

ROCK QUALITY
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Very Poor

COMPETENCY
STRENGTH

CLASS

Extremely Strong

I

Very Strong

II

Strong

III

Moderately Strong

IV

Weak

V

Friable

VI

APPROXIMATE RANGE OF
UNCONFINED COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTH (tsf)

FIELD TEST
Many blows with geologic hammer required to break
intact specimen.
Hand-held specimen breaks with pick end of hammer
under more than one blow.
Cannot be scraped or peeled with knife, hand-held
specimen can be broken with single moderate blow
with pick end of hammer.
Can just be scraped or peeled with knife. Indentations
1 mm to 3 mm show in specimen with moderate blow
with pick end of hammer.
Material crumbles under moderate blow with pick end
of hammer and can be peeled with a knife, but is hard
to hand-trim for tri-axial test specimen.
Material crumbles in hand.
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BLOWS PER
FOOT (N)

California Sampler

BLOWS

SAMPLE

% < #200

% < #4

DESCRIPTION

Auger Sample

LL/PI

Standard Split Spoon

MOISTURE (%)

DEPTH

SOIL TYPE

Water level during drilling

0

5

10

POORLY GRADED SAND WITH GRAVEL
FILL (SP-FILL): Brown to light brown, dry to
slightly moist, medium dense, with fine to
coarse-grained sand and fine to coarse
gravel.
--Groundwater encountered at a depth of
8.6 feet bgs.

8, 9, 5

SILTY SAND FILL (SM-FILL): Dark brown
to brown, dry to slightly moist, loose to
medium dense, with fine to coarse-grained
sand.
--Asphalt debris encountered at a depth of
5.7 feet bgs.

3, 2, 6

POORLY GRADED SAND (SP): Brown to
light brown, slightly moist to saturated,
loose to medium dense, with fine to coarsegrained sand.
--Minor clay content noted from 11.2 to 19.8
feet bgs.
15

20

LEAN CLAY WITH SAND (CL): Reddish
brown, saturated, very soft to very stiff, with
fine-grained sand.
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0

30

60

0

30

60

10, 13, 17 0

30

60

0

30

60

3, 2, 3

3, 8, 13

1, 0, 1

25

30

CLAYEY SAND (SC): Brown to reddish
brown, saturated, medium dense, with fine
to coarse-grained sand.

35

LEAN CLAY WITH SAND (CL): Reddish
brown, saturated, very soft to stiff, with finegrained sand.

24.8 25/10 100 39.3

40

45

2, 6, 9

0

30

60

3, 8, 7

0

30

60

1, 0, 0

0

30

60

0, 1, 11

0

30

60

50 for 5.5" 0

30

60

BASALT: Blackish brown, slightly
weathered, strong to very strong.
50 for 3"
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BLOWS PER
FOOT (N)

California Sampler

BLOWS

SAMPLE

% < #200

% < #4

DESCRIPTION

Auger Sample

LL/PI

Standard Split Spoon

MOISTURE (%)

DEPTH

SOIL TYPE

Water level during drilling

BLOWS PER
FOOT (N)

California Sampler

BLOWS

SAMPLE

% < #200

% < #4

DESCRIPTION

Auger Sample

LL/PI

Standard Split Spoon

MOISTURE (%)

DEPTH

SOIL TYPE

Water level during drilling

0
ASPHALTIC CONCRETE: 4 inches thick

10

POORLY GRADED GRAVEL WITH SAND
FILL (GP-FILL): Brown to light brown,
slightly moist to moist, medium dense to
dense, with fine to coarse-grained sand and
fine to coarse gravel.
--Groundwater encountered at a depth of
9.5 feet bgs.

15

LEAN CLAY (CL): Brown, slightly moist to
saturated, stiff to very stiff, with fine-grained
sand.

5

20

25

8, 10, 11 0

30

60

0

30

60

6, 14, 13 0

30

60

2, 3, 6
2, 4, 6

21.5 NP

98 10.2

POORLY GRADED SAND WITH SILT (SPSM): Light reddish brown to light brown,
saturated, medium dense, with fine to
coarse-grained sand.

1, 1, 1

0

30

60

LEAN CLAY WITH SAND (CL): Reddish
brown, saturated, soft, with fine-grained
sand and intermittent medium-grained sand.

0, 0, 1

0

30

60

5, 7, 12

0

30

60

1, 2, 3

0

30

60

0

30

60

35

SANDY LEAN CLAY (CL): Reddish brown
to brown, saturated, very soft to very stiff,
with fine to medium-grained sand and
intermittent coarse-grained sand.
--Pocket of poorly graded sand encountered
from 29.0 to 30.5 feet bgs.

40

BASALT: Black, slightly weathered, and
strong.

30

2, 3, 6
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30, 50 for

BLOWS PER
FOOT (N)

California Sampler

BLOWS

SAMPLE

% < #200

% < #4

DESCRIPTION

Auger Sample

LL/PI

Standard Split Spoon

MOISTURE (%)

DEPTH

SOIL TYPE

Water level during drilling

0

5

10

15

20

POORLY GRADED SAND WITH GRAVEL
FILL (SP-FILL): Blackish brown, slightly
moist, medium dense to dense, with fine to
coarse-grained sand and fine to coarse
gravel.

8, 7, 7

30

LEAN CLAY WITH SAND (CL): Reddish
brown, saturated, soft to medium stiff, with
fine to medium-grained sand.

35

SILTY SAND (SM): Brown, saturated, very
loose to medium dense, with fine to coarsegrained sand.

60

0

30

60

6, 10, 12 0

30

60

5, 1, 3

0

30

60

1, 0, 2

0

30

60

1, 3, 8

0

30

60

0, 1, 0

0

30

60

0, 0, 1

0

30

60

3, 3, 5

LEAN CLAY WITH SAND (CL): Brown,
slightly moist to saturated, medium stiff to
very stiff, with fine to medium-grained sand
and intermittent coarse-grained sand.

25

30

13, 21, 26

POORLY GRADED GRAVEL WITH SILT
AND SAND FILL (GP-GM-FILL): Brown to
light brown, dry to slightly moist, fine to
coarse-grained sand and fine to coarse
gravel.
--Groundwater encountered at a depth of
9.3 feet bgs.

CLAYEY SAND (SC): Brown to light brown,
saturated, medium dense, with fine to
coarse-grained sand.

0

3, 8, 13

39.6 33/16 99 74.4

40
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BLOWS PER
FOOT (N)

California Sampler

BLOWS

SAMPLE

% < #200

% < #4

DESCRIPTION

Auger Sample

LL/PI

Standard Split Spoon

MOISTURE (%)

DEPTH

SOIL TYPE

Water level during drilling

0
LEAN CLAY FILL (CL-FILL): Dark brown to
brown, slightly moist, medium stiff to stiff,
with fine to medium-grained sand.
5

10

15

20

25

30

SILTY SAND FILL (SM-FILL): Brown to light
brown, dry to slightly moist, medium dense,
with fine to coarse-grained sand and fine
gravel.
--Groundwater encountered at a depth of
10.1 feet bgs.
POORLY GRADED SAND (SP): Light
brown, slightly moist to saturated, loose to
medium dense, with fine to coarse-grained
sand.
--Layer of lean clay encountered from 5.5 to
6.5 feet bgs.

0

30

60

7, 14, 14 0

30

60

12, 14, 16 0

30

60

0, 0, 1

0

30

60

1, 2, 11

0

30

60

5, 11, 15 0

30

60

4, 5, 8

0

30

60

6, 5, 7

0

30

60

4, 4, 6
3, 5, 5

POORLY GRADED SAND WITH SILT (SPSM): Brown, saturated, medium dense to
dense, with fine to coarse-grained sand.
LEAN CLAY WITH SAND (CL): Reddish
brown, saturated, very soft to very stiff, with
fine-grained sand and intermittent mediumgrained sand.
--Increase in sand content with depth.

35

40

15, 14, 5

POORLY GRADED SAND WITH SILT (SPSM): Light reddish brown, saturated,
medium dense, with fine to coarse-grained
sand.
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BLOWS PER
FOOT (N)

California Sampler

BLOWS

SAMPLE

% < #200

% < #4

DESCRIPTION

Auger Sample

LL/PI

Standard Split Spoon

MOISTURE (%)

DEPTH

SOIL TYPE

Water level during drilling

0
ASPHALTIC CONCRETE: 3 inches thick

5

SILTY GRAVEL WITH SAND FILL (GMFILL): Brown to light brown, dry to slightly
moist, medium dense to dense, with fine to
coarse-grained sand and fine to coarse
gravel.
--Groundwater encountered at a depth of
8.4 feet bgs.

10

LEAN CLAY WITH SAND (CL): Dark brown
to blackish brown, slightly moist, medium
stiff to very stiff, with fine-grained sand.
--Slight decomposing organic odor
encountered throughout.

15

POORLY GRADED SAND (SP): Blackish
brown to light brown, slightly moist to
saturated, medium dense to dense, with
fine to coarse-grained sand.

2, 5, 7

LEAN CLAY WITH SAND (CL): Reddish
brown to brown, saturated, medium stiff,
with fine-grained sand.

30

60

0

30

60

11, 17, 19 0

30

60

5, 13, 11 0

30

60

0, 2, 5
3, 9, 10

20

25

0

2, 9, 7

35.5 37/22 100 72.7

30
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1, 1, 4

0

30

60

1, 2, 4

0

30

60

BLOWS PER
FOOT (N)

California Sampler

BLOWS

SAMPLE

% < #200

% < #4

DESCRIPTION

Auger Sample

LL/PI

Standard Split Spoon

MOISTURE (%)

DEPTH

SOIL TYPE

Water level during drilling

0
ASPHALTIC CONCRETE: 3 inches thick
AGGREGATE BASE (GP-FILL): Light
brown, dry to slightly moist, medium dense
to dense, with fine to coarse-grained sand
and 3/4-inch-minus gravel.
5

10

15

POORLY GRADED GRAVEL WITH SAND
FILL (GP-FILL): Brown to light brown, dry to
saturated, medium dense to dense, with
fine to coarse-grained sand and fine to
coarse gravel.
--Groundwater encountered at a depth of
6.7 feet bgs.
LEAN CLAY WITH SAND (CL): Reddish
brown, saturated, very stiff, with fine to
medium-grained sand.

CLAYEY SAND (SC): Brown to light reddish
brown, saturated, medium dense to dense,
with fine to coarse-grained sand.

20
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11, 19, 13 0

30

60

0

30

60

6, 11, 14 0

30

60

8, 20, 21 0

30

60

13, 13, 16

3, 8, 9

BLOWS PER
FOOT (N)

California Sampler

BLOWS

SAMPLE

% < #200

% < #4

DESCRIPTION

Auger Sample

LL/PI

Standard Split Spoon

MOISTURE (%)

DEPTH

SOIL TYPE

Water level during drilling

0
LEAN CLAY WITH SAND (CL): Dark brown
to brown, slightly moist, stiff, with finegrained sand.
--A limited layer of poorly graded gravel fill
was encountered at ground surface.

5

CLAYEY SAND (SC): Brown to light reddish
brown, slightly moist, medium dense, with
fine to coarse-grained sand.

1, 5, 4

0

30

60

0

30

60

7, 13, 15 0

30

60

3, 8, 9

9, 8, 6
LEAN CLAY WITH SAND (CL): Reddish
brown, slightly moist, stiff, with fine to
medium-grained sand.
10

3, 5, 6

POORLY GRADED SAND WITH SILT (SPSM): Light reddish brown, moist, medium
dense, with fine to coarse-grained sand.

15
Groundwater not encountered.
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